Softpress KnowledgeBase
Rollover Action

• Type of Action: Item Action (to use it, select an item and go to Item>Actions to choose the Action from
the list).
What the Action can do: This Action lets you do the following:
It can create a graphic on your page which swaps to another image on mouseoverIt can create a
graphic hyperlink which swaps on mouseover to give the visitor a visual cue that they are mousing over
a hyperlinkIt can create a graphic button which triggers an "event" (such as the display of an image
elsewhere on the page)

• Note: The Rollover Action can only be applied to graphic items. If you want to use HTML text to trigger
an event on mouseover, you need to use the Text Rollover Action - but bear in mind that a Text
Rollover cannot be set to trigger an event on click..
Perhaps the most common of all Actions is the rollover. Rollovers are graphic items which change to
display a different graphic in each of the â€œnormalâ€•, â€œmouseoverâ€• and â€œclickâ€• states
when the page is previewed.
Rollovers can be made to simply swap images when moused over, but they can also be used as a
visual cue that something is being moused over so it can be used as a link, and another common use of
rollovers is to use them as a "trigger" so they trigger an "event" such as displaying a large image on a
different part of a page when a thumbnail image is moused over or clicked.
To make a rollover in Freeway you need to build a stack of items on your page and then apply the
Rollover Action to the stack. In the Rollover Actions palette there are two main windows which are
chosen by clicking on the "Images" and "Parameter" tabs near the top of the palette. The "Images"
window is where the different elements of the rollover are chosen to appear in each state of the rollover,
and the "Parameters" window is where the behavior of the rollover (such as whether it restores back to
its default when moused off) is controlled.
Simple rollovers which swap images on mouseover can be very quickly created in Freeway (Note: Pro
users should make sure the CSS Layout button is switched off on Freeway's tool bar):
Click on the Graphic tool in the tool bar, draw a wide rectangular item on your page, then apply a red
background color in the Inspector.Control-click (or right-click) on the item and choose Duplicate from the
contextual menu. Set the values of 1 for copies and 0px for horizontal and vertical offsets, click OK and
then apply a green background color.With the topmost item selected, choose Item>Actions and select
Rollover. If you can't see the Rollover Action in the list of Actions, you probably have an HTML item
selected (rollovers must be graphic items).In the Actions palette (the Images window shows as default),
click on one of the check marks in the Normal column to remove it and click once in the MouseOver
column to create a check mark.You can see which item will show for each state by clicking once on the
bar at the top of each column. Preview the file (or preview in a browser) to see that the rollover changes
color when you move the mouse pointer over it.

• The above step-by-step creates the most simple rollover possible.
Instead of duplicating items, we could also have copied and pasted the different elements of the
rollover, edited them separately in different areas of the page and then aligned them into a stack using
Freewayâ€™s Align feature. Whichever route you take, the principle is still the same - the items must
be on top of each other and then both items will be shown in the list of items on the left of the Actions
palette.
You can use any graphic item in Freeway as part of a rollover, regardless of its content, so you can use
graphic text items or graphic items into which you have imported an image.
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If you want to use a rollover which changes its background color on mouseover but the text on top stays
the same, you can build your rollover in two different ways.
You can enter the text as graphic text within the different elements so the text appears on all the
elements which make up the rollover; orYou can use a separate graphic text item on top of the colored
background items. If you use this method, you will need to use a checkmark in all columns of the
Actions palette (so it is checked in all states).

• Rollover options in the Actions paletteIn the step-by-step above we used only default settings with
the exception of the placing of check marks in different columns. Letâ€™s run through the various
options available in the Actions paletteâ€”first weâ€™ll look at the options in the Rollover Actionâ€™s
â€œImagesâ€• window.
The Images window has a table-based layoutâ€”a list of all the items in the rollover on the left and a
column for each of the Normal, MouseOver and Click states.You donâ€™t need to use all three states,
many times youâ€™ll use just Normal and MouseOver.A check mark in an itemâ€™s row for a
particular column signifies that the item will be visible in that state. Where there is no check mark, the
item will be invisible. Click on a blank area of the table to generate a check mark, click on an check
mark to remove it.If you want an item to display in all statesâ€”for instance a graphic text item displaying
the name of a rollover hyperlinkâ€”you should check each column.

• To the right of the MouseOver and Click column header bars is a right-facing arrow. Click and hold on
an arrow and choose Select so you can choose to import a graphic stored on your computer's hard disk
to use that graphic for each state. Note that choosing images this way means it is not possible to
change the alignment if the graphics are slightly misaligned.
Now letâ€™s look at the options in the "Parameters" window, which is a list of pop-up menus:
MouseOver: This pop-up controls the mouseover state. Off means there is no mouseover state, and
Items means use the items specified for the mouseover state in the images window. You can also
choose Select, which allows you to select a graphic from your computerâ€™s hard drive for the
mouseover state.Click: This menu works in the same way as the MouseOver menu but for the Click
state.Restore: This pop-up menu controls whether the rollover restores back to the Normal state when
the mouse is moved away from the rollover. Yes displays as default. If you set it to No, the image will
only return to its Normal state when the page is revisited or reloaded. Setting the menu to Sticky retains
the MouseOver or Click state until you mouseover another rollover on the page.Preload: By default, this
pop-up menu is set to â€œYesâ€•, which means that all the graphics of the rollover will load into the
browserâ€™s cache before the rollover is displayed. This makes the transition from one state to
another much smoother as the graphics for each state donâ€™t need to load when the transition is
made.Find Targets: This pop-up menu is only used when your page is a â€œframesetâ€• and you need
to control which frame the targets appear in.Target Group: When using the Rollover as a trigger, you
can set different groups of targets to be triggered when a different trigger is activated. Target Groups
have color names (such as Indigo and Cobalt). Indigo is the default target group.MouseOver #: When
using a rollover as a trigger, this sets a specific target number (which corresponds to an itemâ€™s
target number in that targetâ€™s Action palette) to appear when the rollover is moused over.Click #:
This menu works in the same way as the MouseOver # menu but sets a specific target number to be
triggered when the rollover is clicked.
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The recommended method of making reliable rolloversAlthough you can see that creating a rollover can
be done very quickly and easily, there are some issues with making rollovers this way if you are going to use
those rollovers as hyperlinks (which is very common). The main issue is that Safari has a bug in it which
displays a blue outline around all rollovers with a hyperlink (though this doesn't happen in other browsers).
Another issue is when you want to use the rollovers in a Freeway Pro file where you want to use all items as
layer items, as layer items cannot be made to "combine" with each other.
We strongly recommend that you create the rollover as normal and then group the elements of your rollover
before applying the Rollover Action to the group item. You can can see how to build a rollover this way in the
movie tutorial at http://www.softpress.com/support/tutorials.html (called "Table-Based Rollover That Can Be
Used As A Layer"). Building your rollovers this way will make your rollovers work reliably in all browsers so it
is worth the extra time to do so.
Common queries with rolloversSoftpress Support often gets queries from new users who canâ€™t get
their rollovers to work. Letâ€™s look at some of these queries and their simple solutions:
---------------------------------------------Why donâ€™t the different elements of my rollover appear in the rollover Action dialog?Solution 1: For
rollovers to work, the elements must be set to â€œcombineâ€• with each other. Select each element in turn
and make sure that Combine Graphics is checked in the General tab of the Inspector.
Solution 2: If youâ€™re using Pro, you may have one or more of the elements of your rollover set as a layer.
Select each element in turn and make sure that Layer is unchecked in the General tab of the Inspector. This
has probably happened because you have your CSS Layout button turned on (so it displays in blue).
---------------------------------------------Why are items appearing in the rollover Action dialog that I donâ€™t want for my rollover?Solution: By
default, Freeway will set all touching or overlapping graphic items to â€œcombineâ€•, so if your rollover items
are on top of another graphic item, this will appear in the list of images in the rollover Actions palette along
with any other graphic items combining with it. You need to select the background graphic item then uncheck
the Combine Graphics checkbox in the General tab of the Inspector. The background graphic item will appear
in the list but it will now be greyed out.
---------------------------------------------Why does my normal image look OK in a browser, but when I mouseover the rollover it changes to
the mouseover image and wonâ€™t change back?Solution: You have Restore set to â€œNoâ€• in the
Parameters tab of the rollover Actions palette. Change it to â€œYesâ€• so that the â€œNormalâ€• image is
restored when the mouse is moved away from the rollover.

//www.softpress.com/kb/questions/326/
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